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Abstract 
Passwords are a critical part of information and network security. Passwords serve as primary 
authentication method to protect user accounts but a poorly chosen password, if compromised, could 
put the entire network at risk. Many users do not understand why good passwords and password 
management are important for information systems. “We‟re secure! We use passwords!” How many 
of us have heard this claim? Or even – “We‟re secure! We have a password policy!” Using a password 
or having a password policy in today‟s world of computing is not enough. Understanding and 
practicing the policy is important to keep accounts secure.  
In this thesis, the author has conducted a survey to check password habits for user accounts on 
113 subjects. This survey allowed the author to understand password habits of users according to 
sensitive of their account, also reveals some critical issues associated with password choice. As a 
result, data on password strength, the types and lengths of passwords chosen, and how they vary by 
site or sensitivity of account has been considered. 
Furthermore, recommendations are given based on different aspects of users‟ requirements. Hopefully, 
the result of this thesis will be valuable to users who want to use password policy for securing user 
accounts. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
In this age of IT revolution, Computer and Information security is the important issue, 
when whole world is connected to the internet. As users are dependent on computers and 
electronic media for connecting to the internet, it is important we rely on secure and 
confidential connection. Therefore, security has become major issue to consider for 
protecting data from indirect and direct attackers. Security areas like Firewalls, Intrusion 
detection system, Access control, cryptography, identification and authentication has 
been in wide use nowadays.      
Authentication is the most ubiquitous form of identification method used as user access 
control to the system. Although other methods such as biometric identification and 
personal digital signature have been developed, user authentication is widespread. User 
authentication is the combination of username and password. Username is identity by 
which the user is identified. A password is information associated with username that 
confirms the user‟s identity [2], which may be used to grant, or deny access to user from 
secure system.  
Passwords play a major role in the web user‟s life. They are universal means to gain 
access to all kind of user accounts that are protected. For example Email, bank accounts,  
social networking and portals. Passwords can be biometric image, design pattern or 
simple text.   
Text passwords have dominated human-computer authentication since the 1960s [3]. 
These passwords are created using alphanumeric characters.  
Since passwords protect accounts with valuable assets, they have increasingly been 
subjected to attacks. Phishing attacks, where a user is lured into submitting information 
such as usernames, passwords and credit card details by masquerading as a trustworthy 
entity [4]. Shoulder-Surfing, where access to user‟s password is know by looking over the 
shoulders of the user while typing password [5].  
Passwords can be protected by using long passwords, non dictionary words, using users‟ 
own way of encrypting password. But sometime user tends to forget long passwords, so it 
is better to follow the password policy, which tells user how long the password should be, 
using different case letter to create a secure password, changing password in a period of 
time to escape from brute force attack. A password attack which continuously try 
different password combination, that are commonly used and all dictionary words [6]. 
1.1 Literature Review 
 
Passwords are the key to security, it secure our account and personal data from others. 
Passwords are the cheapest way to secure our account. Password is the word which we 
hear many times in our day to day life. When considering the password authentication, 
user has to think about human and technical aspect of the system [23]. Password 
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authentication which is the easiest way to get access to the system, while new techniques 
like considering one time password additional to the regular password is used to secure 
the account. One time passwords are used in banks, governments and cooperate virtual 
networks to keep their users‟ account secure [24]. 
 
One time passwords are used mostly in banks, but regular passwords are used everywhere 
in the user accounts, so user must be made aware of the importance of regular passwords. 
And policy should force them to use strong passwords. According to Adam and Sasse 
[25], weak passwords are not created by carelessness of user but due to the weak 
password policy. Weak password policy, which does not force user to create strong 
password, when they are creating short length and dictionary passwords. Another 
problem next to weak password is reuse of password. Password reuse, which can become 
the gateway to another account of user, which has the same password. According to 
Karen [27], password reuse cannot be prevented but it can be avoided by instructing the 
user.  
 
Passwords are reused because it‟s easier to remember. But according to Smith [26], 
password must be impossible to remember and never written down. Most users practice 
the habit of writing down there passwords somewhere in the table side or below keyboard 
or keeping sticky notes in purse. 
 
There have been related works done before, like doing survey and finding the users habit 
of password management. Survey seems to be the best way to find the way users manage 
their passwords. 
 
In 1979, survey was done by Morris and Thompson [30] over 3289 passwords, in which 
they found 89% of the passwords where weak. Weak passwords are created due to the 
lack of knowledge about the policy.  
 
In 1989, Riddle and Miron [31], conducted the survey in the university. The survey was 
done by 6226 students and staff. They found that 72% of the passwords where short and 
dictionary words. 
 
In 2004, Brown and Bracken [32], conducted the survey on 218 students at Southern 
Methodist University, they found that 92.9% of the students reuse their passwords for 
multiple accounts. 
 
In 2006, Gaw and Felten [33], conducted the survey on 49 students from Princeton 
University, they found that students where reusing their passwords for multiple accounts. 
They even said that password reuse will become one of the bigger problems in the 
upcoming time. 
 
The previous surveys where useful to conduct new survey, as that gave more idea to new 
surveyor to understand the habit most users follow to manage their passwords. 
 
Conducting the survey also makes user more aware of password security and its 
importance. So when they are not aware of certain policies, and they come across that 
policy while doing survey, which makes them aware of it and they turn to secure their 
account by using that policy. There are many people, who have showed there interest on 
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working with password policies and managing strategies, which gave more interest for 
me to work under password policy. 
1.2 Motivation 
 
One can understand that, nowadays security has become the biggest issues to consider in 
computers. Each day new tools are developed to protect the security of the user, while the 
same time new techniques are developed to break that security. User authentication is the 
most common way to provide security for the user, which is done by password. 
 
Password is the key for authentication, which is unique for every user.  But password 
policy is common for all the users. The weakest link for security is human, who chooses 
weak password and does not follow proper password policy. This behavior motivated me 
to understand the users‟ password habit and management.  
 1.3 Problem statement 
 
The problem statements in this project are as follows: 
 Does every user have different methods of choosing password? 
 What specific aspects of password policy cause problems for users? 
 Are there unexpected password issues not covered by existing policy? 
 How to use this result to perform good password policy? 
Password habits will be collected from different users of different age group. Then based 
on the results of the users, analyzing will be done on the data. Everyone who has access 
to any password-protected accounts, or access to password-protected information, are 
expected to follow the guideline of the password policy. The purpose of password policy 
is to establish the rules for creation, safeguarding and termination of the user 
authentication.  
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1.4 Thesis outline 
 
This thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 1 – Introduction- This chapter introduces the motivations and goals of this 
thesis, with brief explanation of literature review. Readers are introduced to the problem 
of password management that the thesis will investigate. 
Chapter 2 – Background – This chapter provides background information relevant to 
password management and users‟ strategies to manage password. 
Chapter 3 – Methodology – This chapter explains the methodology used in the thesis, 
and provides information of the data collected. 
Chapter 4 – Data Analysis – This chapter presents the analysis of data. 
Chapter 5 – Discussion – This chapter discuss about the results achieved, and users‟ 
strategies in choosing passwords. Some recommendations for users are also included.  
Chapter 6 – Conclusion – This chapter provides conclusion to the thesis. 
Chapter 7 - Future work – This chapter discuss future work to the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
 
This chapter provides a general overview of security, outlining its goals, then its general 
techniques, followed by a more focused description of the techniques used for 
authenticating users, i.e., password. Finally, introduces to password policy which is the 
major requirement to create secure password.  
2.1 Security 
 
With the rapid development in computer and network systems, it has become major issue 
to think about security. Security which means protecting secret information from illegal 
and unauthorized users. Security is the step which has to be followed in daily routine, for 
example using your website accounts give passwords, travelling by flight go through 
security check in, creating account in banks or government office show your 
identification card, and  working in office or studying in university have to swipe card to 
open the doors. So security has become source to be secure from any problem.  
2.1.1 Computer and network security 
 
Defining "computer and network security" is not trivial. The difficulty lies in developing 
a definition that is broad enough to be valid. Dieter Gollman defines computer security 
as:”prevention and detection of unauthorized actions by users of computer systems” and 
”measures we can take to deal with intentional actions by parties behaving in some 
unwelcome fashion” [7]. Computer security is frequently associated with three areas, 
which can be classified by the acronym "CIA"[28], this is most commonly described as 
CIA model: 
 
Confidentiality -- Ensuring that information which users are providing from security is 
not accessed by any unauthorized persons. 
 
Integrity -- Ensuring that unauthorized person does not alter any information of 
authorized user, which is undetectable by the authorized person.  
 
Authentication -- Ensuring that person who is authorizing is the correct person, who has 
to be authorized. 
 
Figure 2.1 shows the CIA model [18]. 
 
Computer security is not just associated with these three areas, its future considered by 
Access control, Non-repudiation, Accountability, and privacy. While several techniques 
are used to protect computer from attackers, it is considered that most computer crimes 
are in fact committed by insiders, and most of the research in computer security since 
1970 has been directed at the insider problem [8]. 
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2.1.2 Security threats 
 
Security threats are mainly classified in two major categories, logic attacks and resource 
attack. Logic attacks are known to exploit existing software bugs and vulnerabilities with 
the intent of crashing a system. Some use this attack to purposely degrade network 
performance or grant an intruder access to a system. Resource attacks are intended to 
overwhelm critical system resources such as CPU and RAM. This is usually done by 
sending multiple IP packets or forged requests [9]. 
 
Figure 2.1 CIA model 
 
Viruses 
 
A software virus is a parasitic program written with the intention to modify data on the 
computer, without the knowledge of the user of the computer. Viruses are usually 
received or spread by email attachments, and infected ﬁles. 
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Adware 
 
Adware (Advertising-supported software) displays advertising banners or pop-ups on 
computer while users are using application to run their programs or install software. 
Adware is not problem unless it install on the computer by itself without permission and 
starts running unwanted applications in the background with more banners or pop-up 
windows. Hijacks web browser to display more advertise banners. 
 
Backdoor Trojans 
 
Backdoor Trojans allows unauthorized user to take control over authorized user‟s 
computer via the internet without authorized user‟s permission. Once the Trojan start 
running, it adds itself to the startup process to monitor the user‟s computer until the user 
is connected to the internet. 
 
2.2 Security Tools 
2.2.1 Intrusion Detection System 
 
Intrusion detection (ID) is a system that collects and analyzes information from different 
area within a network or within a computer to identify possible security attack from 
someone attempting to break into or compromise a computer. There are several ways to 
categorize Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [10]: 
 
Misuse detection vs. Anomaly detection 
 
In misuse detection, the IDS analyze the information it gathers and compares it to large 
databases of attack signatures. Essentially, the IDS look for a specific attack that has 
already been documented. In anomaly detection, the administrator defines the baseline, 
protocol, and typical packet size. The anomaly detector monitors network segments to 
compare their state to the normal baseline and look for anomalies. 
 
Network based vs. Host based systems  
 
In network based system [NIDS], the individual packets flowing through network are 
analyzed. This system is designed to detect malicious packets. It gains access to network 
traffic by connecting to a network hub. NIDS can be installed as software package in 
workstation that is connected to network. NIDS functions in the same way as high end 
antivirus. In the figure it represents the typical NIDS scenario, where an attempt has been 
made to increase the traffic through NIDS device on the network. Figure 2.2 shows NIDS 
network [19]. 
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Figure 2.2 NIDS network 
 
 
Host based system [HIDS], consists of an agent on a host that identifies intrusions by 
analyzing applications log files. It is installed locally on host machines making it easy to 
analyze. In host based system, the copy of log files is taken and checked frequently with 
new log file to see if there is any attack. Figure 2.3 shows HIDS network [19]. 
 
Passive system vs. Reactive system 
  
Passive intrusion detection systems simply detect threat and send alerts to the user. When 
any malicious traffic is detected, the system generates an alert and sends it to the user, for 
verification whether to block it or response to the alert.  
 
Reactive intrusion detection system not only detect the threat and alert to the user, but 
also take pre-defined proactive actions to respond to the threat. Reactive system is also 
known as Intrusion prevention system (IPS), as it automatically response to the threat and 
block the traffic from that source IP address.   
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Figure 2.3 HIDS network 
 
2.2.2 Firewalls 
 
A firewall system can be composed of many different devices and components. The main 
component is traffic filtering, which is commonly called Firewall. A firewall allows or 
blocks traffic into and out of a private network or the user's computer. Firewalls can be 
either software-based or hardware-based.  
 
Software Firewalls 
 
Software firewalls is the firewall used on individual users computer. Firewall is installed 
on computer like any other software's, it can be customized as per users‟ requirement, for 
protecting their system from outsiders. Software firewall will only protect computer in 
which it is install not the network.  
 
Hardware Firewalls 
 
Hardware firewalls is the firewall that is built into a router or a stand-alone device to 
protect the network. It can be effective with no configuration, and will protect every 
system in the local network.  
 
 
Types of Firewalls 
 
There are three different types of firewalls used in the network, depending upon the 
communication in the network. Firewall runs in the layers of ISO/OSI model. The OSI 
model describes how information is transmitted from an application on one computer to 
an application on another. Each layer performs a specific task on the information and 
passes it to the next layer.  
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Packet-filtering firewall 
 
This firewall is typically a router used to filter packet content in the layer 3 and layer 4. 
Firewalls validate packets based on protocol, source and destination IP address, port 
number. Packet filtering is commonly used with Access Control List (ACL) on routers or 
switches. Since the filtering technique is performed at lower layer, there is problem with 
packet filtering as there is no means to verify source address. Figure 2.4 shows packet 
filtering firewall [20]. 
 
|  
Figure 2.4 Packet filtering firewall 
 
Application gateway firewall 
 
Application firewalls, as indicated by the name, work at Layer 7 or the application layer 
of the OSI model. These firewalls intercept all packets travelling to and from application 
layer. When the client wants to make a connection to the internet, it first connects to the 
proxy server, from where the connection is established. And the proxy server act behalf 
of the client for hiding and protecting the information. Figure 2.5 shows application 
gateway firewall [20]. 
 
Address translation firewall 
  
A firewall that expands the number of IP addresses available and hides network 
addressing design. Figure 2.6 shows Address translation firewall [20], it is categorized 
into two types: network address translation (NAT) and port address translation (PAT) 
 
Network address translation provides the capability to change source and destination IP 
address. This method is used when private address is used internally. NAT has one-to-one 
connection between inside and outside IP addresses. 
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Port address translation provides the space for using private address internally and 
using one public IP address. PAT has one-to-many connection, and can be used by client 
to access multiple resources using same IP address. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Application gateway 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Address translation firewall 
2.3 Authentication 
 
Authentication is the process of verifying the identity of the user through special 
credentials, as a prerequisite for granting access to the system. Every time when users‟ 
want to access the secure system, they need to pass through authentication process to 
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prove their identity and get access to the system. Some system requires several 
authentication steps to reduce the risk of attacker using the system [10].  
 
Authentication process is the key to unlock your system, to get access to information in 
the system. In some system, where there is high security to keep the information secure, 
they provide re-authentication [11]. In this process, users‟ are required to give identity 
information for future security. Re-authentication process is commonly used for internet 
banking.  
 
Dieter Gollman [7] describes authentication as: 
 
(a) Something you know (passwords). 
(b) Something you hold (token). 
(c) Who you are (your body). 
(d) What you do (your actions). 
(e) Where you are (space, time, context).  
 
From the description of Dieter Gollman, authentication can be classified in three 
categories knowledge-based authentication, Token-based authentication and biometric 
authentication. 
2.3.1 Token-based authentication 
 
Token-based authentication, where the user presents some physical or digital object to the 
computer that is only with the user, for providing the security. Tokens are designed to be 
unique and difficult to forge. But tokens are so easy to pass on, take away or misuse. So 
token- based authentication is always used in combination with other authentication 
methods [12]. Therefore, using token-based authentication increase the number of 
passwords, instead of decreasing them, this brings more difficulty for user's then 
simplicity. Examples of token-based authentication are smart cards, USB tokens or one-
time passwords to mobile device or email.  
2.3.2 Biometric authentication 
 
Biometric authentication, where the user presents themselves to the computer for 
examination, so that it recognize there characteristic and give access to them to the 
system. These characteristics are unique and cannot be replicated. Biometrics are often 
used as an ultimate replacement of passwords [13]. There are two kinds of biometric 
authentication, physiological biometric authentication and behavioral biometric  
authentication [14]. Figure 2.7 shows the methods of biometric authentication [21]. 
 
Physiological biometric authentication analyzes the physiological characteristics of an 
individual. Physiology is “a branch of biology that deals with the functions and activities 
of life or of living matter (as organs, tissues, or cells) and of the physical and chemical 
phenomena involved" [15]. This biometric authentication deals with fingerprints 
recognition, face recognition, hand and finger geometry, iris recognition and DNA 
analysis.  
 
Behavioral biometric authentication analyze user based on the behavior, and the 
manner in which they conduct themselves through various activities. Behavioral 
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authentication focus on signature recognition, voice recognition and keystroke 
recognition.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Types of biometric 
 
2.3.3 Knowledge-based authentication 
 
Knowledge-based authentication (KBA), where the user gives an secret information to 
the computer to recognize them, to get access to the system. Knowledge based 
authentication is mostly commonly referred to user password, which user creates with his 
own knowledge to access the system. Knowledge-based authentication can be classified 
in two types: static KBA and dynamic KBA [21]. 
 
Static KBA refers to a pre-defined questions, for which user has provided answers. When 
there is chance of forgetting password, then password can be retrieved by using these pre-
defined questions.  
 
Dynamic KBA is the more secure form of KBA, as the questions are not pre-defined. It 
does not rely on the information which is often publicly available about the user.  
 
2.4 Passwords 
 
The password is a string of characters that can either be automatically generated by the 
system (system generated password) or selected by the entity or user (user defined 
password). Passwords are used with username to get access to the secure system. 
Passwords can range from a single character to passphrases, which can be hundreds of 
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characters in length and be comprised of series of words and phrases. The goal of a 
password is to authenticate a user. It is a piece of information that the user knows.  
2.4.1 Why do we need a password? 
 
Passwords are used to secure a system or account, in which users‟ have their secret and 
personal information, in other words by using password user has secure their system or 
account from unauthorized user. A typical user has password for many purposes: logging 
in to web account, reading email, using social networks, using banking accounts, and 
many more the purposes go on.  
 
As the passwords keep on growing, the purpose to maintain secure account also keeps 
growing. The account is secure when it has secure password. User should never limit the 
password with personal information, as it is easy to guess and used by unauthorized user. 
User should create a strong password. 
2.4.2 Password vulnerability  
 
Passwords are the weakest link in the network. Strong passwords are difficult to crack or 
guess by unauthorized user, but easy to create and maintain.  Knowing a password 
doesn‟t make someone an authorized user. The two general classifications of password 
vulnerabilities are organizational or end user and technical vulnerabilities [16]. 
 
Organizational or end user vulnerabilities 
 
This vulnerability is about lack of awareness on the part of end users and the lack of 
password policy that are enforced in the organizations. There are almost 3 trillion (eight-
character) password combination possible using 26 letters of the alphabet and 0 to 9 
numerals [29]. However, users like to create password that are easy to remember.  
 
Technical vulnerabilities 
 
This vulnerability is about weak encryption method and insecure storage of passwords on 
computer systems. When there is weak encryption method, it is easy to crack down 
password using password cracking software. Passwords should be encrypted in the way, 
as it is easy to remember by the user, but difficult to crack down.  
2.4.3 Password cracking 
 
Password cracking is the most used technique to hack the account of the user. Cracking 
can be done in two ways low-tech method which is using social engineering, shoulder 
surfing, and simply guessing password from user information and another is high tech 
method is using a password cracking software. High tech password cracking methods are 
dictionary attack and brute force attack. 
 
Social engineering 
 
Social engineering is the method of asking password, directly to the user. Hackers, make 
a telephone call to the user and are able to convince the people by means of emotions and 
trick them to give the information. To escape from social engineering, there is only one 
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way, user awareness. Training user to understand that secret information should not to be 
shared in telephone to unknown users.  
 
Dictionary attack 
 
Dictionary attacks are performed using the words from dictionary, and most common 
used words. Another thing a hacker will to do is, run a program which will attempt to 
guess the correct password. In addition to dictionary words, it uses movie names, novels.   
To escape from dictionary attack, user should be trained not to use common words, 
dictionary words. 
 
Brute force attack 
 
Brute-force attacks can crack any password, in given sufficient time. Brute-force attacks 
try every combination of numbers, letters, and special characters until the password is 
discovered. It consists of systematically checking all possible keys until the correct key is 
found. In the worst case, this would involve traversing the entire search space. To get rid 
from brute force attack, the easiest way is to change password frequently. 
 
Users should be made aware of the password cracking techniques, so that they can escape 
from there password getting hacked, and loosing there secure information. For this 
purpose user should follow and understand the password policy. 
2.4.4 Password policy 
 
Password policy, gives instruction to the users, how a password should be. So they can 
secure their account and system. Passwords are the key to get into users system to hack 
there information.  
 
Strong Passwords 
  
Strong password, which is the main and important policy to be followed while creating a 
password. Strong passwords should have length more than 8 characters. A good password 
has both upper and lower case letters, has digits and punctuation characters as well as 
letters, is easy to remember, so it does not have to be written down, is seven or eight 
characters long, and can be typed quickly so someone else cannot look over your shoulder 
[17].  
 
Passwords should not contain any words from the dictionary of any language. Many 
policies also inform user not to user previously used passwords. Instead of creating 
passwords with words, there is choice of creating a passphrase, which is the best way to 
secure your account and create the strong password. 
 
Multiple Passwords 
 
Multiple passwords, requiring users to create different password for different account. 
Many users felt it very hard, as it is complicated to memorize so many passwords and 
remember this password belong to this account. It also created more problems to user like 
forgetting password or forgetting to which account which password belongs. There are 
systems that frequently revoke a user's access to the account after a password has been 
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entered incorrect for three times [18]. Therefore there is compromise between user 
memory to remember many passwords and security of the system. User can create 
multiple passwords but with same pattern, so that it‟s easier for them to remember.   
 
Changing Password 
 
Password changing is the procedure of changing password frequently, atleast once in the 
six months. Many users never follow this policy, they never change their passwords. 
Some user, use same passwords for years. Website accounts do not have this policy of 
changing password on regular basics, they never mind if their users are using same 
passwords without changing. Universities and banking websites have this policy as they 
mail users that their password has to be changed as it has not been changed in last 6 
months. Changing password regularly secures user from high tech password cracking 
method. 
 
Password Reuse 
 
Password reuse is the problem of reusing same password for multiple accounts or using 
same password frequently while changing password. Users should be made aware of 
problems while reusing same passwords. Users should be made clear with the policy of 
not reusing password. They should be told that they can use same pattern for their 
passwords instead of using same password. When users are reusing their passwords, they 
are giving easy access to unauthorized users, as reused passwords are easy to crack.  
 
Writing down Passwords 
  
It is hard for human mind to remember multiple passwords for multiple accounts. The 
easiest way to remember is writing down it on paper or any device or having a copy in 
mail. Users should be informed while creating passwords, that they should never write 
their passwords anywhere or share with anyone. Password is the secret which has to be 
secret. Writing down passwords for easy access can give access to unauthorized person 
also, if he got our password.  
 
Sharing passwords over phone or mail should also be avoided, as there can be a man in 
the middle, who can get our password. Then it gives access to him to authorized users 
account.  
 
Dictionary 
 
Dictionary words are used by users to create their passwords. Some users try to use 
mixing of 2 or 3 dictionary words to create a single password. While some users try to 
use words from other countries language dictionary. Users should be given information 
regarding usage of dictionary words from local language dictionary or other foreign 
language dictionary, can be hacked and easily get access to authorized account. 
Dictionary attack is performed on the authorized account to find the password, if it has 
dictionary password, then hacker unauthorized user get complete access over authorized 
account.     
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Personal Information 
 
Using personal information to create passwords like nickname, date of birth, telephone 
numbers, school or university name, parents, siblings or close friends name, street name 
,and etc.,. There are many users who use personal information as their passwords, such 
users should be made aware of security of using unsecure password.  
 
Securing passwords from outsider is the major issues to understand. To secure your 
accounts from outsider, best practice is to create strong passwords, change passwords 
frequently on regular basics, never sharing passwords with anyone, erasing the habit of 
writing down passwords, never using personal information and not using same password 
for multiple accounts.  
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Chapter 3  
Methodology 
 
This chapter describes the research method used in this thesis. Password parameters like 
sensitivity of the account, password remembrance technique, pattern matching is 
considered for analysis.  
 
In data collecting process, data are collected from multiple users and there way of using 
passwords for their accounts. Data graphs are created from the information taken from the 
users, so that it is easy to recognize the pattern in which users create passwords.  
3.1 Objective 
 
The objective of this thesis to analyze the password usage methods and policy users 
follow to create passwords for their accounts.  With the data collected from users, the 
analysis is done to see the password reuse and memory technique. Password parameters 
are considered to analyze the data.  
 
The data was collected from 113 users and analysis is done with respect to that data. The 
main objective of this thesis to make users aware of the password parameters, that is to be 
followed while creating the passwords and importance of following the password policy.   
3.2 Environment  
 
The data are collected using a survey method. A survey is one of the best tools to 
understand a present situation [1]. The author of this thesis developed the survey 
questions, and loaded onto the webpage. The webpage link was given to users by email, 
and the survey was voluntary. The survey was accessible for one month, so that users can 
give their habit of using passwords. The survey was made in such a way that, user can 
takes the survey only once and cannot change the answers after finishing survey.  
 
Once the survey was done, data was collected and plotted in graphs. So that it is easier to 
analyze the data and understand the habit of users, to manage their passwords. The data 
where plotted according to the questionnaire. The main aspect that was considered while 
analyzing the data was, are users following the password policy correctly while creating 
passwords.   
  
3.2.1 Parameters 
 
The parameters that are considered for analysis are: 
 
 Writing down password – are users writing down their password. If they are 
writing down, are they doing it in secure way or using unsecure way. Like using 
encrypted or encoded method to write the password, or directly write it in clear 
text.  
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 Voluntarily changing password – are they changing password regularly, or 
changing only when system forces them to change password. If system is not 
forcing, are they using same passwords for years without changing.  
 Number of passwords currently using – how many accounts a single user has 
with passwords. This was considered to analyze, the number of passwords user 
has to remember. 
 Passwords ever been shared – are users sharing their passwords with others. If 
they are sharing, what means of transmission are they using for sharing their 
passwords.  
 Using same password or pattern – are users using same password or same pattern 
for their multiple accounts. If they are using same password or same pattern, are 
they doing same things for both high and low sensitive accounts.  
 
3.2.2 Limits of the data 
 
The data may not include the true feelings and attitude of the responder. The technique 
was to use open-ended question to capture the feedback and the way of password habits. 
The data collected was analyzed using the password policy, to examine whether the user 
follows the policy or not to create secure password. 
 
Many times user wants to create secure passwords, but forget to meet the password 
policy. Therefore, it leads outsider to get hack of your information. So it is always 
valuable to consider policy even if you create strong password.  
 
From the data collected, the analysis is done on the password parameters. The analysis 
will also consider the sensitive of the account, and its password managing technique. 
 
The sensitive of the account is categorized in three ways: 
 High sensitive account – banking , primary email 
 Moderate sensitive account – social networking site, secondary email, shopping 
website 
 Low sensitive account – news website, wiki 
 
The analysis also considered about users usage on account, are they regularly using their 
accounts or rarely. It considered the parameters like: 
 Daily,  
 Weekly, 
 Monthly, and 
 Yearly.    
 
This was considered to check the frequency of usage. If they are rarely using their 
accounts, then there is a chance of forgetting password, so this increases the case of 
writing down their passwords, so they can remember when they are accessing their 
accounts.  
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The analysis also considered parameters like using mixed characters. Are users using 
mixed characters for creating passwords by their own pattern or they are doing so only 
when forced by the system to do so.  
 
The analysis was done on the basis of the data collected and considering the policy that 
are supposed to be followed while creating the secure password. 
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Chapter 4  
Data Analysis 
                   
This chapter provides analysis of the data collected from the survey. The analysis is done 
by considering every parameters of the password policy. The analysis describes the users‟ 
way of following the password management to maintain their accounts and keep their 
passwords secure, other than the standard password policy that has to be followed.   
 
Responders are from different part of the world. Table 4.1 shows the number of 
responders from each country.  
                                                                          
 
Table 4.1 Countries of Responders  
 
4.1 Responders age and year of account creation 
 
The analysis has been done considering five category of age group, from less than 20 
years to greater than 60 years. Figure 4.1 shows the responder‟s age group with respect to 
the number of responder‟s in each age group. The graph shows that there are less than 10 
users‟ in the age group less than 20 years and 40 to 50 years. The users below 20years, 
where not aware of the policy, they use same password and pattern for all their accounts. 
The younger users are not aware of the sensitive of the account also. Organization and 
systems should poke password policy to younger users, when they are creating 
passwords. They should be advised to create passwords with both upper and lower case 
letters and using some special characters, so that their accounts will be secure. This will 
make them aware of the sensitive of using strong password.  
 
Maximum users are in age group of 20-29years. These users‟ are aware of the sensitivity 
of the accounts, they use same pattern for their account to create passwords. They use 
same passwords for medium and low sensitive accounts but for high sensitive account 
they use same pattern but different password.  
 
According to users‟ age password policy has to be shown to user, in the simplest way so 
that it‟s easy for them to recognize the importance of passwords. 
Country Number of responders 
India 60 
China 2 
Saudi Arabia 7 
Oman 1 
Norway 21 
Germany 1 
UK 7 
USA 14 
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Figure 4.1 Age group 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the year in which responder‟s created their first web account with 
passwords. The graph shows the increasing in the number of accounts from year 1985 to 
2008. It shows that many accounts are created between years 1998 to 2008, with respect 
to figure 4.1, it is understood that accounts created between this year‟s maximum belong 
to the responders of age group 20-29 years. This is the year when there was increase in 
the creation of user account for social networking sites. There are many users who have 
first created social networking account then they have created mail accounts. Users 
should be made aware of the social networking accounts, and keeping their password 
secure, as social networking sites can be misused.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 Year of responder's password creation 
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4.2 Number of accounts  
 
Figure 4.3 shows the number of computer accounts responder have, the account can be 
social networking, banking or email. A normal user has minimum 2-5 accounts, in his 
daily life to be accessed. As the number of accounts increase, the problems of 
remembering passwords for every account also increase. Maximum every user has atleast 
one social networking account and banking account. So users‟ are aware of the high 
sensitive banking account and medium sensitive social networking account. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Number of responders account 
 
4.3 Storage method 
 
Password storing is the important aspect to be considered in password policy. When 
passwords are stored in insecure way, it can be easily known to outsider or hacker.  If 
passwords are written down in paper and kept even under keyboards, thinking no one will 
know about it, is the biggest mistake. Because many users, use this method to write down 
and keep their password, which can be easily hacked. So it is necessary to not write down 
passwords, anywhere. They can be stored in encrypted form in offline device. In figure 
4.4 it shows the result of responders, maximum responders store there password in 
memory. There are only 6 users, who store their passwords in paper. Among the 6 users, 
5 users clearly write down their passwords on paper, as they are not aware of the 
passwords theft for hacking account. One user writes down his password in paper in 
encoded pattern, so that he can only understand what is written down in the paper. Many 
users have their own pattern to manage the password, so it‟s easy for them to remember 
their passwords.   
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password even in the offline device, which is the best way to keep the password secure 
from others. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 How passwords are stored 
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Figure 4.5 High Sensitive account 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Moderate sensitive account 
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Figure 4.7 Low sensitive account 
 
4.5 Password reuse 
 
Figure 4.8 show that users reuse same password for their accounts.  Users even use same 
password for high sensitive and low sensitive accounts. They should be made aware of 
using the different passwords for different account, or atleast using different password for 
high and low sensitive accounts. There are 31 users, who reuse there passwords for high 
sensitive account. If passwords are reused it can be easily hacked using cracking tools. 
There are 34 users, who are aware of not using same password or reusing passwords for 
high sensitive account.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Password reuse 
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4.6 Password pattern 
 
Figure 4.9 shows the usage of password pattern. From the data, it shows that user use 
same pattern as same password for high and low sensitive accounts. Using same pattern 
for every account is not wrong, but there should be increase in number of characters of 
high sensitive account while compared to low sensitive account. Many users use same 
pattern for their accounts, so it‟s easy for them to remember their passwords to access 
their accounts. From the figure 4.8 and figure 4.9 it shows that there are 26 users, who 
don‟t use same pattern and passwords for their account.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Password pattern 
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physical medium). Mostly users share their passwords directly. Users should be made 
aware of not sharing their passwords to others. Even if they are sharing to their friends or 
family, if third person hears password, then it can make secure information to be lost or 
hacked. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Password reset 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Password sharing 
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4.9 Usage on accounts 
 
Figure 4.12 shows how many times the users access their accounts. There are 96 users, 
who uses their accounts daily. Users are regular in checking their accounts to see the 
updates in their account. When users are regular in checking their account, they tend to 
use smaller passwords and easy remembering passwords, so it‟s easy for them to access 
their accounts daily. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Account Usage 
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Figure 4.13 Mixed character passwords 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 
 
This chapter covers the data comparison and discussion about some of the challenges 
found in the project. Since the main goal of this thesis is to find the difficult of individual 
users to follow the password policies. It will also involve recommendation for 
improvement of password usage and remembering technique.  
5.1 Data comparison  
 
User should be made aware of the password security. Securing password is the most 
important thing. User should keep password secure as they keep their credit card or bank 
book. From the data collected, it shows clearly that user is not aware of the password 
policy, because they create same password pattern for high sensitive account and low 
sensitive account. User should be able to understand the difference between high and low 
sensitive accounts. While creating passwords they should follow the policy, so that their 
accounts are secure.  
 
5.1.1 Comparison of same password and same pattern 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of reusing same password and same pattern. The blue 
line shows the reuse of same pattern and the red line shows the reuse same password. 
Maximum users, reuse same password and same pattern for moderate sensitive account.  
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5.1.2 Comparison of high, moderate and low sensitive account 
Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of high, moderate and low sensitive account.  In the 
figure 5.2, blue line is high sensitive account, red line is moderate sensitive account and 
green line is low sensitive account. Users know the sensitive of the account and 
information stored in their account. Maximum users, use 8 to 10 characters for high 
sensitive account and 6 to 8 characters for low sensitive account. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Comparison of high, moderate and low sensitive account 
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 Not allowing them to create passwords with shorter length.  
 Some websites have the option to check password strength, forcing to change 
password, when it does not meet the standard strength. 
 Never indicating the sensitive of the account. 
Some users they never follow the policy, they create password of their own idea, without 
considering the policy. There are few users, who never read the policy posted by the 
website for creating password. As policies are given in big paragraphs, which users don‟t 
have time to read, while creating password. It is necessary to mention and describes the 
policy in small sentences and highlight the important policy, so that users can find it easy 
to read and follow the policy, instead of avoiding it. 
5.4 Recommendations 
 
The emphasis placed on passwords will only increase, as security for securing system and 
information increases. Users remember many passwords, so they find ways that are 
easier, but forget about security and choose less secure way. Still majority of users write 
down there password or store password in unencrypted form. Organizations and 
networking sites should warn users about using weak passwords, storing passwords or 
sharing with others. So that users get aware about the security of passwords. Users should 
make best choice when it comes for password selection.  
 
Enforce users to choose strong password. Strong passwords are creative passwords which 
should include criteria like using passphrase instead of passwords, change password 
every 6 months, don‟t reuse the same password within a year, and don‟t share password. 
This thesis showed that users are using same passwords for their multiple accounts, so 
they must be made aware of using different passwords for different accounts.  
 
Authentication is another important aspect to be considered. User should be aware of 
policies which says automate password reset, and lock account when wrong password is 
given three times. This eliminates hacker from trying brute force attack, where different 
passwords combination are tried to get access to user account.  
 
5.4.1 Issues in exciting password policy 
 
There are unexpected password issues, that has to be covered in exciting policy like 
 
 Warning users when they create weak password with short length 
 Using encoding method to store users‟ previous 3 to 4 passwords, so that when 
users reuse passwords, they can be warned not to reuse it.  
 Lock their account and send alert message to their mobile, if passwords is given 
three times wrong.  
 If an account is inactive for more than 60 days, and then user logs in to that 
account, then user verification has to be done by asking security question. 
 When users are sharing passwords through mail accounts, there should be a tool 
to identify the keyword „password‟ and warn them, that they are sharing 
password. 
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Whatever the password policy is, it is imperative that all users be educated on the policy 
and that all users understand the importance of following the policy. Security is no longer 
an option, it is a requirement.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
 
Passwords are an important component of securing our computer systems, but they are 
not the entire solution. Their purpose has been and should continue to be a mechanism for 
determining what a user knows. We need to include more than that. In addition to what 
we know, we should be including one or more of the following: “what you have”, “who 
you are”, and “what you produce”. What you have may include physical devices like 
smart cards and tokens. Who you are include physical features like fingerprints, hand 
geometry, retinal and iris scans, and facial scans. What you produce may include voice 
and signature patterns. Who you are and what you produce is the biometric method of 
authentication. 
 
Passwords are never the only solution. User should be made aware of password policy. 
Password policy secure the user, as it recommends user to create strong passwords, avoid 
storing password, enforcing automatic system lock when not in use for certain time 
interval. User should be made to understand the importance between high sensitive and 
low sensitive account and use different passwords for different accounts. 
 
Selecting strong password continues to be a problem, as user are forced to create 
passwords with mixing upper and lower case characters with symbols and numerals. 
Which makes user to write down their passwords in the fear of forgetting the characters 
used.  
 
When users are creating passwords for their accounts, they should be made clear about 
the policies. So that they don‟t create weak passwords or dictionary words or personal 
information as their passwords. 
 
The analysis showed that users are creating strong passwords for high sensitive account 
with more than 8 character length password, but they are reusing same passwords for 
their low sensitive accounts also. Users should be aware of sensitive of the account and 
information in that account.  
 
As the fight for creating strong password continues, the security of system and user 
accounts will continue to be a battle. 
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Chapter 7 
Future Work 
 
Individuals demand easier methods to remember passwords. This thesis addresses the 
importance of users password choice. A study of this type may help users understand that 
they don‟t rely on password policies, they just create passwords on their own creative 
way with basic idea of the policy, which is easy for them to remember.   
  
Future work can be done to check, whether the user are using proper authentication 
techniques to keep their system secure. Research can be done on password selection 
practices that help individual choose passwords with help of passphrase instead of normal 
words or character passwords. Passphrase which makes users work more easier as they 
have to just think about a favorite song or rhymes or any poem or their own sentence, 
using its first or last characters creating a password.  
  
We can also think about considering security about usernames. Such as username which 
user enters in username field is secret to user only and username show to others is 
different. So that username is also secret as the password. Which make accounts more 
secure as unauthorized user also has to guess the username additional to the passwords. 
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Appendix A 
Questionnaire about password habits 
 
This questionnaire is about password habits for a research project at the University of 
Oslo. Your answers are totally anonymous and will not be shared with anyone. All 
answers will be deleted after the end of the project in December 2012. 
The project is conducted by Master‟s student Shazia Rahman Obedur under 
supervision of Prof. Audun Jøsang. Please contact Prof. Jøsang <josang@mn.uio.no> 
if you have any questions.   
 
 
1. Your age 
<20Y 
20-29Y 
30-39Y 
40-49Y 
50-60Y 
>60Y 
 
 
2. In which year did you get your first email address? 
     
 
 
3. How many computer accounts do you currently have? 
1 
2-5 
6-10 
11-20 
21-50 
> 50 
  
4. How offend do you use at least one of your computer accounts? 
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Daily (at least 4 times per week) 
Weekly (at least 3 times per month) 
Monthly (at least 4 times per year) 
Yearly (at most 3 times per year) 
Hardly ever (at most once every 3 years) 
 
 
 5. How do you store passwords? 
Mostly in my head (memory) 
Mostly in clear on paper 
Mostly encoded on paper 
Mostly unencrypted in online device 
Mostly encrypted in online device 
Mostly unencrypted on offline device 
Mostly encrypted in offline device 
  
 
6. How many Highly sensitive (e.g. bank, work, main email, etc.) accounts do 
you have? 
  
 
 
7. How many Moderately sensitive (e.g. social networks, secondary email, 
etc.) accounts do you have? 
  
 
 
8. How many Low sensitivity (news, wikis, throwaway accounts, etc.) 
accounts do you have? 
  
 
 
9. Do you sometimes reuse the exact same password for? 
Highly sensitive accounts 
Moderately sensitive accounts 
Low sensitivity accounts 
No, I don't reuse exact same password 
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10. Do you sometimes use the same pattern in passwords for? 
Highly sensitive accounts 
Moderately sensitive accounts 
Low sensitivity accounts 
No, I don't use exact same pattern 
 
 
11. What is the typical length of password you use for Highly sensitive 
accounts? 
< 6 characters 
6-8 characters 
8-10 characters 
10-12 characters 
> 12 characters 
 
 
 12. What is the typical length of password you use for Moderately sensitive 
accounts? 
< 6 characters 
6-8 characters 
8-10 characters 
10-12 characters 
> 12 characters 
 
  
13. What is the typical length of password you use for Low sensitivity 
accounts? 
< 6 characters 
6-8 characters 
8-10 characters 
10-12 characters 
> 12 characters 
 
  
14. Do you ever change a password because you decide to do it? 
Yes, probably once per month 
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Yes, probably once every six months 
Yes, probably once every year 
Yes, but rarely 
No, only when forced to do it 
  
 
15. Do you by your own choice use mixes of different character types? 
Yes, always 
Yes, sometimes 
No, only when the system forces me to do so 
  
 
16. Have you in the last 12 months shared any of your personal passwords 
with others (e.g. colleague, friend or partner) ? 
Yes, by direct oral communication 
Yes, by telephone 
Yes, by email, SMS or other digital communication 
Yes, by writing on paper or other physical medium 
No, not in the last 12 months 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
